Isolation and mapping of human T-cell protein tyrosine phosphatase sequences: localization of genes and pseudogenes discriminated using fluorescence hybridization with genomic versus cDNA probes.
This work reports the isolation, partial characterization, and chromosomal mapping of several human T-cell protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTPase) sequences and provides a direct comparison of the specificity of cDNA versus genomic probes in discriminating the location of genes versus pseudogenes by fluorescence in situ hybridization. In initial attempts to map the T-cell (TC) PTP gene using a 2-kb cDNA, several labeled sites were noted, raising the possibility of multiple related sequences within the genome. To address this, four genomic clones were obtained with homology to the TC PTP cDNA and characterized for their primary structure and their position within the human genome. Based on the presence or absence of an open reading frame and the intron/exon structure, two of these clones were found to be overlapping sequences encoding the true TC PTP gene and two were highly related but distinct processed pseudogenes. The TC PTP gene (gene symbol PTPN2) encoded by clones L17-2 and L5-1 localized to chromosome 18p11.2-p11.3, whereas pseudogenes encoded by clone L17-1, entitled TCPS1 (gene symbol PTPN2P1), and clone L18, entitled TCPS13 (gene symbol PTPN2P2), mapped to chromosomes 1q22-q24 and 13q12-q13, respectively. A direct comparison of the specificity of genomic and cDNA probes demonstrated that under identical conditions the genomic probes (containing both exon and intron sequences) readily identified a single specific site of hybridization, whereas the cDNA identified sites of both the gene and its pseudogenes. While providing mapping and sequencing information on the TC PTPase sequences, this work illustrates a strategy for addressing a recurrent problem in gene mapping studies where highly related sequences exist within the genome.